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KL AND P → KS
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θo = 18.7 mrad
Φ = ± 28.7o
56 mm
Φ 
R = 3.0 m
Deflection:
θ = 9.6 mrad
PROTON
   BEAM
BENT CRYSTAL:
Si cut // to (110) planes
[60 mm x 18 mm x 1.5 mm]
Projection perpendicular
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  4838.    /    32
Constant   .1226E+06
Mean  -.1176E-01
Sigma   .2628
∆t = Time(central cell) - Time(most energetic lateral cell)  (ns)
RMS = 277.1 ps
σ = 262.8 ps
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event time - next proton time in tagger [ns]
















Ltagged as K Ltagged as KS
tagged as K
-pi+pi → 0K
 = 183 pstσ
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PC PC PC PC PC PCPC
GigaRouter
NA48 Detectors (Tagger, Charged Spectrometer, Calorimeters, Veto Counters)
Switch for Fast Ethernet
Switch FDDI/GBit
(XLNT Millenium)
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